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Research site

• Fortitude Valley, Brisbane

• 60,000 patrons every weekend (est.)

• 95 licensed premises per square kilometre

• 33 nightclubs/bars per square kilometre
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The site for our research was Fortitude Valley, an inner-city suburb of Brisbane. Fortitude Valley is the hub of Brisbane’s night-time economy, with scores of nightclubs and bars densely lining the streets. It is extremely popular and busy location of a Friday and Sunday night, estimates are very difficult to formulate, but some have guessed that 60,000 young people attend the Valley on a normal weekend. As at October 2008, the Valley supports more than 95 licensed premises per square kilometre, 33 of these being nightclubs or bars, making it one of the most densely-licensed entertainment districts in Australia. This research site is exceptionally diverse in its business, clientele and what are considered ‘normal’ activities. 
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Like many entertainment districts, the Valley was not designed for these purposes; it evolved over a number of years to reach its current culture. Because of this, there is a lack of appropriate infrastructure, leading to a variety of safety risks to pedestrian safety, human and vehicle traffic congestion, and urinating and vomiting in public. Problems of course, extend to transport, with extremely long late-night taxi lines, and unpopular public transport. Common problems in the Valley include fights in taxi ranks, fights with bouncers due to eviction, drunken, unprovoked attacks between patrons, pedestrians causing traffic congestion. 



• Officer ‘had capsicum spray wiped in her face and had a 
fingernail ripped off’ (June 16)

• Patron outside nightclub ‘with about 160 ecstasy tablets in 
his underwear’ (June 30)

• Patron hospitalised for ‘facial injuries after an alleged 
glassing’ attack (Sept 28)

• 27 people charged with trafficking, supplying and possessing 
illicit drugs to Valley (Oct 2)

• 1,000 people evacuated from nightclub after a patron 
spotted with a loaded handgun (Oct 27)
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Other examples that I’ve pulled from news websites: (READ)At the moment, it’s unclear when these problems really began, and if they are in fact more or less frequent than a few years ago. Now, let’s have a look at some of the key dates in the last few years that has changed that regulatory face of the Valley. 



Precursors to intervention

• Liquor Enforcement And Proactive Strategies (LEAPS) Unit  December 2004

• Death of Nigel Lee  January 2005

• Death of Paul Markham  February 2005

• Brisbane City Safety Action Plan (‘17‐point‐plan’)  March 2005
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After a few years of the QPS providing ad hoc responses to the drug and alcohol problems in the Valley, it became clear in 2004 that some new action was needed in responding to the problems plaguing the Valley. This led to the creation of a unit dedicated to dealing with problems relating to licensed premises: called the Liquor Enforcement and Proactive Strategies Unit (LEAPS). This initiative was adopted on a trial basis in December 2004. In the coming months, two young men were bashed to death, in incidents outside licensed premises in this precinct. By March, the Queensland Government and Brisbane City Council had worked together to formulate a 17 point strategy to address these problems; they called it the Brisbane City Safety Action Plan. The LEAPS unit was included in this strategy, indoctrinated into policy and standard operating procedures for the Service. I will be presenting some findings relating to the impact that the inception of LEAPS has had on club and pub owners’ perceptions of drugs, disorder and violence, as well as its impact on their self-reported engagement in positive action. 



• Problem‐oriented and partnership policing initiative

• Harm‐reduction strategy using a mix of proactive and reactive tactics

• Goal is to make licensed premises safer for all patrons and staff

• Operate in an intelligence‐led framework
· Number and type of problems 
· Direct resources to problem venues

• Communicate with other agencies
· Security industry
· Outreach workers
· Health, local council, fire and rescue, immigration, WHS

The intervention: LEAPS
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Having a closer look at the intervention, LEAPS is a clearly-defined problem-oriented and partnership policing initiative, using the SARA model of problem identification and response.	The primary aim of the LEAPS initiative is to lower the incidence of harms with the goal of making licensed premises safer for all patrons, regardless of their substance of use. Personnel in the unit operate in an intelligence-led framework, whereby all on-duty officers use a database to track incidents that occur in, or in close proximity to a licensed premises, which allows LEAPS officers to track the number and type of problems that are occurring within the Valley so as to direct resources. LEAPS officers also have frequent communication with agencies other than police working in the Valley area; such as personnel in the security industry and not-for-profit non-Government organisations (e.g. outreach workers), along with a variety of government departments such as fire and rescue and workplace health and safety. 



LEAPS activities

• Proactive

· Free safety audits of licensed premises

· Liaison (security, licensees/nominees)

· Chair/attend community meetings

• Reactive

· Low impact enforcement

· Cite venues for breaches of Liquor Act 1992

· Distribute warning letters

· Assist in liquor tribunal proceedings
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As the name suggests, this unit employs both proactive and reactive tactics in their regulatory activities. Examples of proactive activities LEAPS officers engage in, Free safety audits of licensed premises Liaison with security providers and licensees/nominees Attend/chair community meetingsReactive activities include,Low impact enforcement – going in without uniforms, only notifying patrons of their presence if necessaryCite venues for breaches of Liquor Act 1992Distribute warning letters to offending premisesProvide evidence in liquor tribunal proceedings



Liquor Licensing breaches
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To provide a bit of a background to the change of environment in the Valley around the time of the LEAPS inception, I’ve included some figures on breaches that Liquor Licensing has dispensed. In the years preceding the intervention there was a 200 per cent increase in liquor act breaches 5 years leading up to the intervention. Post intervention, however, these huge increases were reversed, leading to a 22 per cent decrease in the four years after intervention.In terms of fines to offending venues, there was a 400 per cent increase in the five years leading to the intervention, and post-intervention, this exponential growth has been stemmed considerably, to a 16 per cent increase over four years.With these changes in mind, let’s turn to the current research design. 



• Place managers from all nightclubs, bars, taverns, lounge bars, cocktail 
bars, adult entertainment premises 

• Pre‐post correlational research design

• Pre‐intervention: November 2004 (N=26)

• Post‐intervention: May 2007 (N=31)

Research design
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Place managers from all nightclubs, bars, taverns, lounge bars, cocktail bars in the Valley were surveyed both before and after the inception of LEAPS. Pre-intervention, there were 26 of these venues in the Valley, and post-intervention, about two and a half years later, there were 31 venues. As you can imagine, we were challenged by a small sample size, and so, low power. As such, we decided that it was best to engage in a descriptive analysis of our statistics, which is also justified because we have a population.The logic of sampling this population comes from the literature on routine activities theory and third party policing. 



The role of place managers

Source: Home Office, 2004
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Most of us would be familiar with the crime triangle – for crime to occur, need three factors to coalesce in space and time – motivated offender, an amenable place and an appropriate target. To discourage crime, then, there must be at least one of three factors – an appropriate handler for potential offenders, guardian for the target, or a manager for the place. Place managers are those who have a stake in usage of the area and the place, and so have some control over the activities occurring in specific places. Generally, the primary concern of place managers is to control activities directly under his/her control, however, many place managers have interests beyond their residence or business and as such take steps to extend their responsibilities in these outlying areas/places. Research co-authored by one of our research team, Lorraine Mazerolle, has shown that place managers play an important role in solving problems in problematic places, regardless of whether they act by coercion or voluntarily.



Perceptions of drug problems

• Drug dealing decreased

· ‘Big problem’ responses dropped from 58% to 39%

· ‘No problem’ responses increased from nil to 7%

• Drug use decreased

· ‘Big problem’ responses dropped from 39% to 32%

· ‘No problem’ responses increased from 4% to 13%

• Chroming decreased

· ‘Big problem’ responses dropped from 31% to 23%
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Place managers’ perceptions of drug problems decreased across the three categories that were surveyed – we saw a shift from people considering drug dealing, drug use, and volatile substance misuse a ‘big problem’ pre-intervention, to considering it ‘no problem’ post-intervention. This finding indicates that the LEAPS intervention has merit in impacting community problems beyond that of alcohol-related issues. 



Perceptions of disorder

• Increase in:
· Urinating/vomiting
· ‘Hooning’

• Decrease in:
· Excessive noise
· Prostitution
· Homelessness 

• Stable:
· Vandalism
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The findings for perceptions of disorder were less clear. Increases in (read), and decreases in (read), while vandalism was pretty stable. Interestingly, the perceptions of disorder reported by bar place managers got considerably better from pre to post-intervention, while place managers of clubs’ perceptions only improved minimally.



Perceptions of violence

• Increase in:

· Robberies/muggings (from ‘rarely’ to ‘sometimes’ as modal category)

· Fights with weapons (from nil in ‘often’ category to 6.5 per cent)

· Sexual assaults (from 16% in ‘sometimes’ category to 26%; from nil in ‘often’ 
category to 10%)

• Decrease in:

· Violent arguments (from ‘often’ to ‘sometimes’ as modal category)
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Perceptions of robberies, fights with weapons and sexual assaults were perceived to increase, on average, while violent arguments decreased after the intervention.  Like the findings for disorder, place managers of nightclubs perceived violence to occur more frequently than place managers of bars. 
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This is important on a few levels. First, looking back at some other literature about positive action, here’s a couple of quotes to consider. 



Self-reported positive action
• “…self-regulation and related notions of community cohesiveness and local social 

ties have been conceptualized and found to be important insulators against 
crime problems at the neighbourhood and street-block level” (Mazerolle, 
Kadleck & Roehl, 1998, p.374). 

• “…collective efficacy among neighbours, defined as social cohesion among neighbors 
combined with their willingness to intervene on behalf of the common good, is 
linked to reduced violence” (Sampson, Raudenbush & Earls, 1997, p.916) 
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So, our findings are congruent with what other research has stated. What’s important about that, is the implications for violence that other studies have experienced.



Conclusions

• License type helps understand perceptions
· Situational environment
· Different personality traits (e.g. Quigley, Leonard & Collins, 2003)

• Perceptions of drug problems decreased

• Targets drift away from traditional law enforcement reactions to 
problems
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License type helps to understand perceptions - this finding also arose in our exploration of procedural justice. Perceptions were more negative for nightclubs than they were for bars. Two interpretations are (1) nightclubs are more likely to house motivated offenders without capable guardians, targets are more suitable in this environment, and/or that the places’ amenability to crime nullifies the efforts of place managers, or perhaps the low-level place management is poor. Hence, the difference in perceptions may be attributable to the situational environment more broadly, or (2) it may be that the clientele frequenting such venues has changed in this time, and may have different personality traits.Second, regardless of the license type, place managers’ perceptions of drug problems decreased – exciting finding for us, as the problem of drug use and dealing is a central focus in this research;3. Finally, POPP initiative may foster an environment of communication with other agencies (see a drift away from the traditional law enforcement)). This is an extremely interesting finding, because it suggests that POPP – a strategy that is focussed on moving police officers away from traditional ways of thinking and acting – has a diffusion of benefits, and owners of problematic places also engage with new ways of dealing with problems – demographics of age, gender and license type CANNOT explain this variation. While we have to investigate this possibility in more detail, it may have implications for the theory of third party policing. 



Papers in development

Manning, M., Ferguson, P., Mazerolle, P., & Mazerolle, L. ‘Place 
managers in an entertainment district: Perceptions of 
disorder and engagement in positive action’. 

Ferguson, P., Manning, M., Jackson, S., Mazerolle, P., & 
Mazerolle, L. ‘Conflicting police strategies in an 
entertainment district: Implications for procedural justice’.
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